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ON SOME TYPES OF AFFINE MOTIONS IN AFFINELY CONNECTED 
GENERALISED 2-RECURRENT SPACES-I1I 

• 

By Kamalakant Sharma 

1. Introduction 

We consider a non-flat affinely connected generaIised 2-recurrent space AG 

{2K N} with symmetric connection r;'k' curvature tensor 욕-μ =-많) and with 

ßk and am'n as its respective vector and tensor of recurrence. Then 

(1) VnVηt학kl=amnB;kl+ßn V m쩍kl 

wnere Vdenotes covariant differentiation with respect to 강· 
Further, let the space admit an infinitesmaII co-ordinate transformation. 

(1') 하=xz+흥'(x)δt [δt being infinitesimal constant] satisfying the condition 

(2) t끽k=Vk댐i+쩍k밤=0， 

wherι 、 :t} denotes Lie-derivative with respect to the above transformation • 
• ‘ 

Such transformations are caIIed affine motz'oηS. 

It is known [1] that the foIIowing relatifms hÇ>ld in an AG {2K N} 
affine motions: 

〔원 :C.V펴kl+ (V mC-Cß;η」월tm)B;kl=F싫t • FtB;kl 

(4) 해tB;&I = CB삶γ where C =f7I2724%tn and A，?Z끈amn -anm• 

(5) 

(6) 

t r-7 .... ,,.i" ... 、t r7 J:8i ‘ 사 '('"7 ~t I ..,... i r7 ~t I ,."i 'Cï' rJ 

;[}C=용ηipmC =0. 

admitting 

In an earlier paper [2] affine motions generated by a bi-recurrent vector field 

have been studied in an AG {2K N}' The object of the present paper is to obtain 

further results on such affine motibns gemirated by a bi-recurrent vector field. 

2. Affine rnotions corresponding to a bi-recurrent vector field 

We consider an affine motion generated by a bi-recurrent vector fieId 용’ 

given by (7) VηVmS'=Smn 몽Z where S값a mn" Putting V'발=B:kfl where fkl is 
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a skew-symmetric tensor it folIows from (2) and (7) that 

(8) 런까한=흰학mxf”1” =fm(-BLψ+B;mj)흰= jmn [("ï/ n "ï/ m - 'i1 n "ï/ m)한] 

=j"깐Smn-Snm)한 =F，흰 where F=j ’n치SηIn -Snm)' 

From (1’), (2) and (7) it foIIows that 

(9) 

Multiplying (9) by 환 and summing over k, using 향밤양 =0, we get 

(10) 

AIso, putting i=k, 

(11) 

and summing over k in (9) and using (10) we obtain 

Bjt응t =0. 

Further, we know that B앓1= -Bkl+Blk' Hence the contraction on i and j in 

(2) yield "ï/ka=(Bk1-B，k)한 where α빨"ï/t용
t， whence from (l1) we get 

(12) "ï/kα=-Btk흰. 
Operating 까민 on (12) we get 

Making a commutator on j and 1, from the last formula, we get. 

Multiplying this by 한 and summing over 1. using (9) and r"ï/tα =0 we obtain 

[(A'j+S，μ -Sj')한] Btk，한 =t((ß1"ï/ßtk -ßj'i1,Btk). 

Using (4) it folIows from the above equation that. 

(13) [Aμ+Sμ-SjlfI+Cβi)Bt떻=d양t

인Btk where d=암ßr 
Let us suppose that d=O, i.e. the vec따to야r 0야f recurrence β까t 0아f the spac않e i성 s 

pse밍밍u뼈1띠doσ-01야r뼈-

fo이llows that we have the following two cases: 

Case I. Btk한 =0. 

Case 1I. (Aμ+S'j-Sjl)한+caj=o. 
Case I. In this case we have not only "ï/따=맑"ï/t흰=-B#먼 =(Bkl-Blk)f=0 



ibut also, 

(14) 
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A 

Sjk양 =Sjk흰=0. 
Using the formula [ [3], (2.6)J 

(15) 

Multiplying(15) by 암 and writin~ Amt흥
m 

= ηt' we get 
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'(16) ηtB;kl=(S쉰-옥k)a1l +(Sjl-Sμ) akt한-A꾀j+환(ß띠lAjm-ß1맡Aim). 

Mu빼lying (16) by 한 and using ηtB;삶l= -ηl"Vk"Vj흰= -17IS싫.t:=O 

(': ηt한 :=0) and (15), we get 

‘(17) ηjηk=(Sjk- S힘)a1i，한-따맘한"V1Ajm' 
AIso, we know that [[3], (2.1)J 

‘ (18) 

:First operating "Vp on (18) and then transvecting with 양안， we get 

'(19) 

;Using (19) equation (17) reduces to 

{20) ηj(따+C따) = (Sjk-skj-Rj따)alt흰r+2σβj따-Cß밥F얽r 
Interchanging j and k and subtracting the resulting equation from it, we 

‘get 

C(η'ßk-η따~) =2(Sjk -Skj)alt한r+c양(β~"Vpßk-ß깜엉j)· 

Multiplying this equation 야 한 and summing over j and k. we get 

0=2F alt흰한. 
Since F =I=O, we obtain, therefore, 

(21) alt밴=0. 

Transvecting equation (3) with 용m and using (4), (6), (8) and d=O, we 

'Ûbtain 

[C.(C-F)-혈matmJ 강1:=0 

which reduces in view of (21) to C.(C-F).젊=0. 

But since C=I=O, C=I=F and 않l용1=1=0， the last relation is an impossible one. 
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Hence, we deduce the following theorems: 

THEOREM 1. 11 z"n an AG{2KN } the vector 01 recμrrence 01 the space is þseμdo-

orthogona! to the vector 용t generatz"ng an alliηe moUon 01 the bi-recurrent Irom~ 

give1Z by Vk '1// = Sjli (Sjk =Fajk) then Btkt
t 
=FO. 

THEOREM 2. II aη AG {2K N} admzï aη allz"ηe ηwtion generated by a bi-recμr

rent vector /z"e!d f and B삶t=0， the% tke νector 흰 cannot be þseudo-orthogona! 

to tlze νector 01 recurrence 01 tlze space. 

Case n . In this case by virtue of (10), we have 

(22) ηj+SlJ캉l+cgl=o. 

Since S jlJ = '1 Z인흰=VZα， the last formula can be written as ηj+Vp+C，아=0> 

which reduces by virtue of (12) to 

(잃) ηZ-Bjl한+C찌=0. 
Therefore, it follows from (22) and (23) that 

(24) (Bjl+잔)t' =0. 

Differentiating (24) covariantly twice, we have 

용’η(VnVkSml+aknBη1/+βn'ïlkBml)+Vn(Bml+SmZ) • Vk용
m 

+ (Bm1+Sm)Skll웅m+V/;"m. Vk (Bml+Sm)=α 

Mflking a commutator on n and k and using(24) we find 

AKAnlF” +용m(βn '1 kB mZ- ß k '1 nB ml) - B~kn S mt웅ηz - Stl( - B휴m+B샤m)용m =o. ‘ 

Using (2) this reuces to 

AknBml용m+흥m(βn '1 kB mZ c- ß k '1 nB m) - B~kηSmt옹’'n -SktlStlf +SnkStlf = α 
Using (24) in the last equaton, we get. 

(Akn +Skn-Snk)(ηz+Cß1)+B샤/까+Cßt) +섣(ßnVkBm1-따FηBm1) =0. 

Multiplying this by 환and summing over k, using d =0, ηt한 =0 and 

B파람=S펴; we get, [(ιιAkn +S'm -Sn써￡람k](η까/+Cß1) +Cß;.ηB’ηm펴， 

which reduces by virtue of (23) to [(Akn +Skn -Snk)양+Cßnl (ηI+CßZ) =0. 

‘ 

Since in this case Btk흰=FO it follows from (23) and (12) that η'I+C아=F O~_ 

Contracting z" and 1 in (5) we obtain 

0= J;Bjk = CBjk + BtkVj한+BjS뀔. 
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Operating 까 to the last formula and using BjtV;Vk흰 =Bjt • SkZ흰 =0 obtainedi 

from (7) and (17) we get 

Bjk.VP+C.까Bjk+V，Btk.Vj한 +잔.Btk한+V，욕f밀한 =0. 

Using (12) it follows from the above equation that 

Rik· FlC+C· PlSfk+FlBtk· V영t+V，Bjl.Vk한 -SjZ. 와α =0. 

Operation of V m on the last formula and use of this formula and 

a'mÆBjk=O yield 

Bjk.V m Vp+V mB.싸. Vp+V mC• V,Bjk +옥ηt한V，Btk+Skm흰V，Bjt 

-V mSjl.Vk，α-Sjl.VmVkα+ßmSjI.Vkα -βηlBJk. FlC=o. 

Multiplying this equation by 용1 and using (4). (6). (10). (11). 

(한V m Vp+C. V mC)Bjk = (CSjm +한V mSjZ).Vkα. 
(12). we get 

Since Vη，ÆC=Vm(한VP)=한V 1'11 
Vp+Vp.V mr=o the above equation reduces to、

(25) (C· FmC-PlC· Fm흰)Bjk = (CSjm +흰V，;피~，). Vkα. 
If possible. let 

(26) C·FmC-PlC·Fm한=o. 

Then from (25) we get C옥·，감한VmSj， =0. 

Making use of (10) this can be expressed as CSjm=Sjl·F삶l which reduces oil 

transvection with 흰 to 

(27η) C.Vηmα =V1(:(α. ?t
’n 

Mu띠l꾀lt디ip미lying (27) by a scalar functíon C(낯0) aml differentiating the last relatioI1 

covariantly. using CV1α.VpVm한 =CS"，p흰V1α =0. we get 

(28) 2C· FPC-F염+C2PpVηtα=C.VpVtα· Fm한+C· FPC-Fta· FmF. 

Contracting (28) with 용mand using (6). (8). we get 

(29) C2캄VpVmα=C.F.한VpV1α [',' F. VF'휠Vtα=0] ; 

on the other hand 

한Vm인α=V…(용tv~)_ Vtα·??tzFt= -Ptα.V펴: 
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whence (29) reduces to C.(C-F) ， Vmα'Vp람 =0. But in general C~O， C~F， 

therefore, V mα . Vp'용m=O. Using this into (27) we have C.Vplα=0. Since C~O， 

we obtain, therefore, Vpa=O or Btkr =0 (by (12)) which contradicts our as

sumption thatBti~O. So, C ， VmC-Vp， vnl~O; 
whence, from (25) we can express the Ricei-tensor Bjk as 

(30) Bjk=Àf Vkα. 

Thus, we have the following theorem: 

THEOREM 3. If in an AG {2K N} the ν'ector 01 recμrrence βt z-s pseudo-orthogonal 

to the νector 한 generaUng an affz-ne motion of bz--recurrent fornz giνeχ by VkVj양 
=Sjk'한 (Sjk놓ajk) then the Ricα~'-tensor Bjk can be resolved as 진. Vk'α where α=Vt한 

:t떠 

3. Some consequences 

If ß n = 0, the space AG {2K N} becomes a bi -recurrent space. In this case d is 

automatically zero. Hence, theorems (1) and (2) of Takano and Imai [4] be
come particular cases of our theorems (1) and (3). 
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